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Problem Statement

Users are overwhelmed when downloading the diligence action plan. 

They feel not everything is relevant to them.

Objectives & Goals

 Removing the feeling of 

overwhelm from the download

 Making sure they only download what 

they feel is relevant

Our Process

Discover Define Ideate Design

Business Challenges

We don’t want users to miss out on any relevant information

We don’t want users to be so overwhelmed that they miss information

Stakeholders are reluctant to add too many steps to the action plan section

The possibility of selecting what gets downloaded rather than downloading 

everything - research on the backend

Quantitative Research

Observations

16%
Users feel that they 

will need everything 

they download

76%
Users feel overwhelmed or 

another negative emotion when 

they first open the spreadsheet

56%
Users mentioned there being 

too many irrelevant columns on 

the spreadsheet

32%
Users mentioned that there are 

columns missing from the download 

that are on the digital version

8%
Users didn’t download into 

spreadsheet version as they 

preferred the system version

We spoke to 12 users of the action plan section, 
particularly those who download from this system. 

Below is a conclusion of what we found!

Product User Challenges

Very busy people with time restraints day to day

The feelings of overwhelm with the current export system

User Needs

Action plan to take away for reference so they know what actions the 

company need to take to be compliant, if not already.

Straightforward system that gives them everything they need with little to no 

blockers. View, download, close. Quick. 

Simple action plan export that looks similar to the system version for famiiarity 

John David

CTO

About

55 London

MA Employee

User Persona

Description

John is a busy chief technology officer (CTO) who has 

worked in tech for 25+ years. He is responsible for the 

technology infrastructure in the company he works in 

and making sure the company is compliant.

Goals

 To spend less time on admin and more time 

actioning tasks to make sure they’re complian
 A balance of information and simplicity to make sure 

actions are as clear as possible

Pain points

 Wastes too much time on overly complex system
 Too many steps in a websit
 Too much irrelevant information visible

I want to spend less time on the admin side and more time 

actually actioning this. I need a solution for this problem as  
soon as possible.

Taskflows

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 

adipiscing elit

Scenario:

Home page

Projects page

Action plan tab

[Specific action plan]

Download

[Specific project]

Wireframes
Sketches

High-fidelity - for product idea pitch (plus notes)

Initial Proposed Design

Title and  
Instructions

Column  
selector

option to (de)select all, 
some options are 
disabled

Filters 
filters match system, 
filters have been 
categorised unlike  
system

Download Modal

Stakeholder Feedback

A filter modal before download means the user will only download what they 

need, hopefully reducing overwhelm.

Further insight “users make mistakes. They often have to alter information and 

re-do actions” - can we have some sort of export preview to reduce error? 

Avoid them having an incorrect file on their PCs.

New Wireframes
Sketches

Final Design

Export 
Settings 
collapsed

Preview 
scrollable,  
zoom function,

format change to 
export - match system

Download/Preview Page - Collapsed

Export 
Settings 
action items open

Preview 
scrollable,  
zoom function,

format change to 
export - match system

Download/Preview Page - Action Items

Export 
Settings 
recommendations open

Preview 
scrollable,  
zoom function,

format change to 
export - match system

Download/Preview Page - Recommendations

Export 
Settings 
columns open

Preview 
scrollable,  
zoom function,

format change to 
export - match system

Download/Preview Page - Columns

Results

35%
reduction of time spent actively 

using the product despite there 

being an extra step

92%
reduction of re-downloads - 

suggesting less errors

Positive comments from users include:


Stats taken from the product include:

Much easier to use. I know exactly what I’m downloading and I decide what I download 

rather than sorting through everything. Good job!



Reflection

During this project, I learnt more about the user and how they use this product. 

They don’t want or need everything it has to offer - they need the option to 

filter irrelevant information out.

Adding a preview section didn’t come up in my research, were there any 

questions I could have asked differently?

Given chance, I would like to smooth out the journey to export. The preview 

section repeats the system version which suggests they could be combined.

Thank You
For Your Time


